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Convenience practice.
NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Cisco ASA NGFW license is needed to allow a high-school security administration to
implement policy to allow student access to high-reputation sites only?
A. Botnet Traffic Filtering
B. AVC
C. AnyConnect Premium
D. WSE
E. IPS for NGFW
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
CORRECT TEXT
Which four types of tables does Cisco vPath maintain. which are crucial for its operations to
classify and redirect traffic flows to enforce service policies?
A. service table
B. service node table
C. forwarding table
D. adjacency table
E. MAC table
F. path table
G. group table
H. flow table
Answer: A,B,F,H
Explanation:
> Memory key: Service Service Flow Path

NEW QUESTION: 3
A View administrator needs to limit the disk space growth of the virtual machines in a linked
clone desktop pool due to Windows temporary files and system page file.
Which initial pool setting will help limit disk space growth?
A. Enable disposable file redirection
B. Enable paging file redirection

C. Make the system disk a persistent disk
D. Configure a RAM disk
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
See the Exhibit:
Here is the structure of the EMPLOYEES table that exists in your schema:
You successfully create a GET_MAX procedure to find the maximum salary in the department of
a specified employee. You then code a PL/SQL block to display the maximum salary in the
departments of the first five employees in the EMPLOYEES table. Examine in exhibit the
procedure and the block of PL/ SQL code,
What is the outcome of executing the block of PL/SQL code?
A. It gives an error because ROWNUM cannot be used in cursor definitions
B. It executes successfully but does not give the required output because the procedure call
resets the % ROWCOUNT value
C. It gives an error because usage of the %ROWCOUNT attribute is not valid
D. It executes successfully and gives the required output
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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